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1 Basic Test Results

Starting tests...
Thu Oct 22 17:16:38 IDT 2015
6673efc1a6a9708e330fbe804a73ccb42949c757 -

Archive: /tmp/bodek.CQE5QT/intro2cs/ex1a/intro2cs/presubmission/submission
extracting: src/math_print.py
extracting: src/hello_turtle.py
extracting: src/README

Testing README...
Done testing README...

Running presubmit tests...
result_code ex1 6 1
Done running presubmit tests

Tests completed

Additional notes:
Remember that hello_turtle.py was not tested at all.

If you are reading this by email, and have submitted multiple times,
your mail client may hide repeated errors as quoted text. Make sure
you do not miss them.
2 README

1 README
2 some text
3  hello turtle.py

1  pass
4 math print.py

1 def task_1(): print("1.618033988749895")
2 def task_2(): print("25")
3 def task_3(): print("6.4031242374328485")
4 def task_4(): print("3.141592653589793")
5 def task_5(): print("2.718281828459045")
6 def task_6(): print("1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100")